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Nonlinear neutral difference quations of the form 
Am(z .  - p .x . _ . )  + f (n ,  x . _~)  = o, n = 1, 2 , . . . ,  (1) 
have been studied by a number of authors [1-7]. In particular, Grace and Lalli in [1] studied the 
equation 
AU(xn - pxn- r )  + qnf (xn -a )  = O, 
and obtained a number of oscillation criteria for its solutions. Li and Zhang in [2] studied the 
equation 
A2(z ,  - p,~x,~_~-) + f (n ,  xn_~)  = O, 
and obtained existence criteria for its nonoscillatory solutions. 
Here we will assume that m is an odd integer, v is a positive integer, and a is a nonnegative 
integer. The function f is real valued and xf(n, x) > 0 for x ~ 0 and n _> 0. Since (1) can be 
written in the form 
Xn Tm -~ F ( xn -a  , xn - r  , xn , Xn + l , • • • ~ Xn-bm-1) ~ 
it is clear that given initial values x~ for -max{T,  a} < i < 1, we can successively calculate the 
values x2 ,xa , . . ,  in a unique manner. Such a sequence (xn} will be called a solution of (1). We 
will be concerned with the asymptotic behavior of the eventually positive (or eventually negative) 
solutions of (1) under one or several of the following assumptions: 
(H1) the sequence {Pn} is nonnegative and uniformly strictly subnormal, i.e., 0 < p,, < p < 1 
for n > 0; 
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(H2) the sequence {Pn} converges to some number p* in [0, 1); and 
(H3) for each n >_ O, f (n,  x) is nondecreasing in x E (0, oo). 
We will show that under the above three conditions, the eventually positive solutions of (1) 
can be classified into three distinct categories and each one is nonempty under relatively mild 
conditions. 
Let {Pn}~=0 be a fixed real sequence. We begin by defining a companion or associated se- 
quence {Yn} of a real sequence {Xn}n~=_r relative to {Pn} as 
Yn = Xn -- pnXn-r, n >_ O. (2) 
A sequence and its companion has the following relations. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose the sequence {Pn}~=o satisfies (HI). Let {Xn} be a positive sequence and 
{Yn} its companion sequence. Then the following relations hold: 
(i) ff limn-.oo Yn = c¢, then limn-~oo Xn = 00, 
(ii) ff limn-.co Xn = O, then limn--.oo Yn = O, and 
(iii) ff limn--.oopn = p* E [0, 1) and limn--.co Yn = Y*, then limn--.oo Xn = y* / (1 -  p*). 
PROOF. The first assertion is clear since Yn < xn. The second follows from the definition of {Yn}. 
To see that the third assertion holds, note first that (xn} is bounded, for otherwise there is an 
unbounded subsequence {xn~ } of {Xn} such that 
Xnk ~ max xn.  
0<n<nk 
Then 
y~ = x~ - pnkxn~_~ >_ zn~(1 - p), 
which implies limk-.co Yak = oo. This is contrary to our assumption. Next, let {hi} and {nj} be 
divergent subsequences of the integers uch that 
lim xn. = lira inf xn = a and lim xnj = lim sup Xn = 13. 
i--*OO ~---*OO j---*C~ n--*OO 
In view of (2), we see that 
y" = .lim yn, = .lim(xn, -pn ,  xn , - , )  >_ ( l imsup xn)  ~-~o , n-.oo 
which implies 
Similarly, we may show that 
The proof is complete. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that (H1) holds. 
a < Y* 
- l -p*  
y * 
1: o, 
lim Pn,) = a(1 - p*), 
i---~Oo 
Let {Xn) be an eventually positive solution of (I) and 
let {Yn} be its companion sequence. If  limsuPn_oo xn > O, then {Yn} is eventually positive. 
PROOF. Suppose to the contrary that {Yn} is eventually nonpositive. If {xn} is unbounded, then 
there exists a subsequence {nk} of the integers which tends to infinity such that 
and limk-.oo xnh = c~. Thus 
xnk  = max xn ,  
O<n<nk 
Yak = Xnk - pnk Xnk--r > Xn~ (1 -- p) ---* C~ 
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as n ~ oo. This is a contradiction. If {xn} is bounded, then there is a subsequence {he} of the 
integers which tends to infinity such that 
lim xn~ = lim sup xn = x* > O. 
k - '~OO n---~CO 
Thus the same arguments used above lead to 
0 > lim Yn~ > x*(1 -p )  > 0, 
- -  k ----~ oo  
which is again a contradiction. 
We remark that the above two results and their proofs have been given in [2], but is included 
here for the sake of completeness. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose that (H1) holds. Let {xn} be an eventually positive solution of (1) and {Yn} 
be its companion sequence. Then for each 0 _< j _< m - 1, the sequence {AJyn} /s eventually of 
one sign. Furthermore, iflimn--.oo Xn = O, then limn-~oo AJyn = 0 for 0 _< j < m - 1. 
PROOF. Since {xn} is eventually positive, thus 
= - / (n ,  < 0 
for all large n, which implies {Am-lyn) is of constant positive or constant negative signs even- 
tually. If {Am-lyn} is eventually positive, then {Am-2yn} is strictly increasing for all large n so 
that it is either strictly positive or strictly negative eventually. If {Am-lyn} is eventually negative, 
then {Am-2yn} is strictly decreasing eventually so that the same conclusion holds. Continuing 
in this manner, we see that {AJyn} is of constant sign eventually for each 0 _< j < m - 1. 
If limn-.oo Xn = O, then by Lemma 1, limn-.oo Yn = O. Since {AJyn} is a linear combination 
of the sequences {Yn}, {Yn+l},..., {Yn+j}, we see that limn-,oo AJyn = 0 also. The proof is 
complete. 
Additional asymptotic behaviors of the eventually positive solutions of (1) can be obtained 
if (H2) and (H3) are also assumed. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that the assumptions (H1), (H2), and (H3) hold. Then an eventually 
positive solution { x ,  } of (1) must satis[y either one of the following set of conditions: 
(i) Xn --~ O, Yn "~ O, and A iy ,  -'* 0 for 1 < i < m - 1; 
(ii) xn --* a/(1 - p*), Yn -~ a for some positive number a and Aiyn --* 0 for 1 < i < m - 1; 
(iii) xn --* oo, Yn ~ 00, Aiyn -~ O0 for 1 < i < k - 1 and AJyn ~ 0 for k < j _< m - 1, where 
l <k<m-1;and  
(iv) xn --* oo, Yn --* oo, Aiyn ~ oo for 1 < i < k - 1, Akyn ~ b for some positive number b 
and AJyn -* 0 for k+ 1 _< j _< m-  1, where 1 < k < m-  1. 
PROOf. Let {xn} be an eventually positive solution of (1). Then limn-~ooXn = 0 or 
lira supn-~oo xn > 0. If the former case holds, then by Lemma 3, we see that limn-.oo Aiyn = 0 
for 0 <: i _< m -- 1, i.e., the first set of conditions is satisfied. 
If the latter case holds, then by Lemma 3, {Yn} is eventually positive and for each 1 < i _< m- l ,  
{Aiy  n } is of one sign eventually. There are several cases to consider. If Yn -'* O, then by Lemma 1, 
xn --* 0 which is contrary to our assumption that lim supn_.oo Xn > 0. If Yn -'* a > 0, then 
limn--.oo Ayn = 0 and by Lemma 1, xn ~ a / ( i  - p*). That is, the second set of conditions 
is satisfied. If Yn --* oo, then by Lemma 1, limn-.oo xn = oo. Note that by Lemma 3, the 
sequence {Yn} must either be strictly convex eventually or strictly concave ventually. Thus 
Ayn -'* O, Ayn --* dl >0,  or Ayn ~ cx~. 
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If Ayn ---* O, then AJyn ---* 0 for 1 < j < m - 1, so that {xn} satisfies (iii) where k = 1. 
If Ayn ---* dl, then AJyn --* 0 for 1 < j < m - 1, so that {xn} satisfies (iv) where k = 1. If 
Ay n ---* oo, then by means of similar considerations, we have 
A2yn --~ 0, A2yn ~ d2, or A2yn ~ 00. 
The proof can now be completed by inductive arguments. 
The above theorem states that eventually positive solutions can roughly be classified by means 
of their "sizes". More specifically, an eventually positive solution which satisfies the first set of 
conditions is apparently among the "minimal" ones, while an eventually positive solution which 
satisfies either the third or the fourth set is among the "maximal" ones. Furthermore, this 
theorem also states that there are exactly three types of eventually positive solutions, namely, 
those which converges to zero, those which converge to positive constants and those which diverge 
to positive infinity. 
It is of interest o find sufficient conditions for the existence of each type of eventually positive 
solutions of (1). We first show that a zero-convergent and positive solution of (1) exists under 
appropriate conditions. 
THEOREM 2. Assume that (1-11) and (H3) hold. Suppose further that 
pn +nE( i -n+l ) . . . ( i -n+m-  1 
- ~ ~=. ~;~--5i 1)1 i, ~_~ <_ 1 (3) 
for n >_ N >_ m + 1. Then (1) has an eventually positive solution {xn } which converges to zero. 
O0 PROOF. Let X be the partially ordered Banach space 1 °° of all bounded real sequences {xn}n=o 
with the usual supremum norm and termwise ordering. Define a subset f~ of X by 
a= {{x .}ex :0<x.  < 1, n>0}. 
For any subset M of 12, it is clear that in fM E f~ and supM E 12. Define an operator F on fl as 
follows: for n > N, 
(Fw)n = 
npn Wn-r  
n - -T  
q_nE( i -n+l ) . . . ( i -n+m-  W, - .~ ,  
,=, ~ , -  Y)f 1)f i , i_~j  
and for 0 <_ n_< N, 
n 
By means of (3), we see that Ff~ C_ f~. Furthermore, it is clear that F is an increasing mapping. 
By means of the Knaster-Tarski f xed point theorem (see, e.g., [8, Theorem 1.7.3]), there exists 
a w* E f~ such that 
npnw~_~. * _ 
Wn 
n- -T  
+~ ( i -n+ 1). . . ( i -n+m- 1) w;_~ 
for n >_ N. If we set 
then 
Wn 
X,  n .~-  - - ,  
n 
oo 1)i(i, xn =pnxn-r + Z ( i -n+ l ) . . . ( i -n+m-  
~=n (ra- 1)! x._~) 
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and thus by differencing, it is easily verified that 
Am(xn - pnXn-r) + f(n,  Xn-a) = 0 
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for all large n. Furthermore, note that {xn} is eventually positive and converges to zero. It must 
therefore be the desired solution. The proof is complete. 
Next, we find conditions for the existence of an eventually positive solution which tends to a 
positive constant. 
THEOREM 3. Assume that (H1), (H2), and (H3) hold. I f  
co  
Z km-lf(k' )t) <~ 0(3 
k=O 
t'or some positive number A, then (1) has an eventuM1y positive solution which tends to a positive 
constant. 
PROOF. Choose F > 0 such that 0 < F < (1 - p)A and let N be an integer such that 
F 1 ~ k m-1 
-~ + Pn + -f (m-- i ) ! f (k ,A)  < 1. 
k----N 
Consider the equation 
(4) 
oo  
Xn = pnXn-r + F + Z (k - n+ 1) . - . (k -  n +m-  1)f(k, xk_~), 
k=n (m - 1)! 
for n > N + max(r, a). It is easy to verify that a solution of (4) is also a solution of (1). We will 
show that (4) has an eventually positive solution {Xn} which converges to a positive constant. 
X oo To see this, let [2 be the set of all real sequences of the form x = { n}n=N. Define an operator F
oo  as follows: given a real sequence x = {Xn}n=g in ~, 
co  
(Fx)n =pnx,_~ + F + ~-~ (k -n+l ) . . . (k -n+m-  
k=n (m -- 1)! 1) f (k ,  xk-a),  
for n > M > N + max{a, % m}, and 
(Fx)n = (FX)M 
for N < n < M. Consider the following sequence {x( k)} of successive approximations in f~ 
defined by x(~ ) -- 0 for n > N and 
x(i+l) (Fx( i))  n = , n>N,  i> l .  (5) 
n 
In view of (H3), it is easy to see that 
O <_ x(~) < x(n i+x), n > N, i>1 .  
Furthermore, note that 
_- (Fx (1) )  = F < n_> 
n 
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and, inductively, that 
{F  1 ~-~ (k -n+l ) . . . (k~)wn+m-1) f (k  ' ) 
X(~ +1) --~ ~ "~ -}-Pn "Jr- "-~ ~m'-- -- )~) 
k=n 
_<)~ -~+p,~+~ ( m _ F) w. f ( k, )~ ) < ,~, i>_2. 
k~-n 
Thus {x (k)} is pointwise convergent to some sequence x* = {xn}. By means of Lebesgue's 
dominated convergent theorem, we may take limits on both sides of (5) as i tends to infinity and 
obtain 
~ (k -n+l ) . . . (k -n+m-1)  
x* = pnX*_ T + F + (m - 1)! f(k, x~_,,) 
k-~n 
for all large n. Finally, since F < x n _< A eventually, we see from Theorem 1 that {Xn} tends to 
a positive constant. The proof is complete. 
We remark that the converse of the above theorem also holds. Indeed, let {xn} be an eventually 
positive solution of (1) which tends to a positive constant. Then by means of Theorem 1, there 
is some positive number a such that 
a 
xn ---* 1 - p* ' Yn ~ a, and AJyn ~ 0, fo r j  = 1 ,2 , . . . ,m-  1. 
Let c 1 and c2 be two positive numbers uch that c 1 ~_~ Yn ~ C2 for ?~ _~ T - a > 0. Then 
f(n, cl) < f(n, yn-a) < f(n, Xn-a) 
for n > T. Furthermore, in view of (1), we see that 
n-1 
mm- ly  n = mm-lyk -- ~ f( i ,  Xi_a) , 
i----k 
n>k>T.  
After taking limits on both sides as n --* co, we have 
oo 
Am-lyk = ~ f(i, x,-a), 
i=k 
k>.T. 
Summing again m - 1 times, we then see that 
co > Yn = xn-pnxn- r  >- ~ ( j -  n+ 1) . . . ( j -n+m-  1)f( j ,  
j=n (m - 1)! xj -a) 
>_ ~ ( j -n+l ) . . . ( j -n+m-  
(m - 1)! 1) y(j, n>_T. 
This show that 
oo 
E km- l  f (k ,  Cl) <= co 
k--0 
as required. 
Our final result provides an existence theorem for eventually positive solutions of (1) which 
diverge to positive infinity. 
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THEOREM 4. Suppose the conditions (H1) and (H3) hold. Let k be an integer in {1, 2 , . . . ,  m-  1} 
such that 
lira p ,  = • [0,1). (6) 
n--'*OO 
/ f  
oo  
E nm-k - l f  (rt, ~(n -- a) k) < C~ (7) 
n=0 
for some ~ > O, then (1) has an eventuMly positive solution {xn} which diverges to infinity. 
PROOF. Choose two numbers A and B such that A > 1 and 0 < B < (1 -p ) ,VA .  In view of our 
assumptions, there exists an integer N such that for n > N, 
1 -p  1 ~ i m-1  
A +P"  + A(m - 1)! i=, --n-~f ( i ,A(i  - a) k) < 1. 
---- X co  Let ~2 be the set of all real sequences of the form x { n}n=0. Define an operator F as follows: 
X co  given a sequence x = { n}n=o in f~, 
(Fx )n  = B + Pn Xn-r  
+ (ml  l ) - - - - - -~( i -n+l l ' " ( i -n+m- l ) ,  n k 
for n > N and 
(Fx)n  = (Fx)N  
for 0 < n < N. Then by means of similar reasoning used in the proof of Theorem 3, there exists 
a sequence x* = {x~,} which satisfies B _< x* < ,k and also x* = (Fx*)n for all large n. Let 
Y = {Yn}nco=o be defined by Yn = nkx * for all large n. Then it is easily verified that the divergent 
sequence y is an eventually positive solution of (1). The proof is complete. 
We remark that a partial converse of the above theorem also holds. More specifically, let {xn} 
be an eventually positive solution of (1) which satisfies the fourth set of conditions of Theorem 1. 
Let zn = xn /n  k for n > 0, then 
Yn = Xn -- pnXn-r  = rt k Zn -- Pn Zn-r , 
SO that by Stolz's Theorem (see, e.g., [9, Theorem 1.7.7 and Corollary 1.7.8]), 
lim Yn b 
Let w = {wn} be the companion sequence of {Zn} relative to the sequence {pn(n - r )k /nk} .  
Then assuming (6) holds, we see from Lemma 1 that 
Xn b lira zn= lim ~= 
n-~co n-~oo n ~ k!(1 - r) >0.  
By summing (1) m - k times, we obtain 
oo 
> zx%. > 
i=n (m - k - 1)! 
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Pick an integer N1 such that 
for n > N1. Then we have 
b Xn 
n---g>_ 2k!(1 - ~r) 
(i-n+l)...(i-n+m-k ( b ~r)(n-a) k  
oo > ~n' - -k- -1)!  - 1) f  i, 2kI(i--  
i=n 
1 im-k-a f b 
> (m - k - I)!2 m-k-1 Z i, 2kI(i'-- 
i=2n 
for n _> N1. This shows that (7) holds. 
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